Boughton Monchelsea Primary School Spelling Overview

Year 6

Term 1
Statutory Words
yacht,
vehicle,
vegetable,
variety,
twelfth,
thorough,
temperature, system

Term 2
Homophones ce/se
advice/advise,
device/ devise,
practice/practise,
licence/license

Term 3
Ough
enough,
though,
dough,
sought,
thorough,
brought,
although,
drought

Term 4
Statutory Words
mischievous,
lightning,
marvellous,
leisure,
language,
interrupt,
interfere,
identity

Term 5
Statutory Words
environment, embarrass,
disastrous, dictionary,
develop, determined,
desperate, definite

Term 6
Statutory Words
average,
available,
attached,
appreciate,
apparent,
aggressive

Week 2

Able/ably
Forgivable,
disposable,
enjoyable,
valuable,
reliably
respectably,
agreeably,
enviably

Personal Spellings

Statutory Words
queue,
pronunciation,
programme,
profession,
privilege,
prejudice,
physical,
persuade

Homophones
dessert/desert,
stationary/stationery,
complement/
compliment,
principal/ principle

Statutory Words
curiosity,
criticise,
correspond,
convenience,
controversy,
conscious,
conscience,
competition

Homophones
aloud/allowed,
whether/weather,
ascent/assent,
cereal/serial

Week 3

Ible/ibly
horrible,
terrible,
edible,
reversible,
legible,
invincible,
incredibly,
sensibly

Cious/tious
vicious,
delicious,
ambitious,
infectious,
precious,
malicious

Cial/tial
official,
special,
artificial,
facial,
partial,
confidential,
substantial,
torrential

Homophones
prophet/ profit
peace/piece
missed/ mist
guest/ guessed

Ate
deviate,
dominate,
hesitate,
tolerate,
accurate,
duplicate,
estimate,
fortunate

Ent/ence/ency
sequence,
violence,
silence,
audience,
innocence,
indulgence,
licence,
patience

Week 1

Week 4

Suffixes beginning with
vowels to words ending
er
prefer,
referring,
preferred,
reference,
transfer,
referee,
reference,
transference

Cious/tious
cautious,
nutritious,
conscious,
suspicious,
fractious,
fictitious,
vexatious,
conscientious

Cial/tial
glacial,
commercial,
social,
racial,
influential,
essential,
preferential,
residential

Statutory words
immediately,
identify,
hindrance,
harass,
guarantee,
frequently,
government,
forty

Ance
assistance,
balance,
distance,
assistance,
perseverance,
appliance,
significance,
elegance

Homophones
draught/draft,
dissent/descent,
precede/ proceed,
wary/weary

Week 5

Statutory Wordlist
symbol, suggest,
sufficiency, stomach,
soldier, sincerely,
sincerely, signature

Statutory wordlist
shoulder, secretary
sacrifice, rhythm,
rhyme, restaurant,
recommend,
recognise

Personal spellings

Personal spellings

Ance/ancy
abundance, guidance,
performance, appearance
pregnancy, occupancy,
relevancy, constancy

Statutory words
according, ordinary,
accompany,
accommodate,
category,
relevant,
individual,
explanation

Week 6

Proof reading

Proof reading

Statutory wordlist
parliament,
opportunity,
occur,
occupy,
nuisance,
neighbour,
necessary ,
muscle

Statutory words
foreign,
familiar,
exploration,
existence,
excellence,
exaggerate,
especially,
equip

Statutory words
community,
communicate,
committee,
cemetery,
bruise,
bargain,
awkward

Personal spellings

